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1 N3022 PC8. transcribe, enter, and verify data from a variety of source material including financial, personnel, police and other records and correct any errors with the sourcePractical MB D2

What is the "Gross proceeds" amount mentioned in the receipt?
(Refer to the image given below to answer this question )

$ 4,000,00 $ 4,000.00 $ 4,00000 $ 40,000 B

2 N3022 PC3. provide the customer with a reasonable estimate time of entering dataTheory ScB D1

You can complete the data entry of 1 form in 5 minutes.

If you work for 8 hours a day, then what would be the approximate number of days required for 
completing the data entry of 500 forms?

8 days 4 days 6 days 10 days C

3 N3022 PC5. refer the problem to the technical support team if it cannot be resolved by the operatorPractical CS D1

While entering the data of the candidates' in the system, your computer stopped working.

In which order will you report this issue?

1. Technical support team
2. Your reporting manager
3. Technical support team manager  
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4 N3022 PC8. transcribe, enter, and verify data from a variety of source material including financial, personnel, police and other records and correct any errors with the sourcePractical MCO D3

Identify the total number of INCORRECT entries in Mr. X's (Data Entry Operator) file as compared to 
the Source file.
(Refer the image given below for answering the question )

10 8 9 12 C

5 N3022 PC1. obtain sufficient information from the customer /client to understand the need and perform initial taskPractical ScB D2

A data entry operator is updating the receipt of couriers in the system, where some of the couriers do 
not have the PIN codes mentioned.

What should he NOT do in this situation?

Continue to work till he gets the missed PIN 
codes

Report the issue to the concerned department 
and act as per their advice

Update based on the area mentioned in the 
address field of the couriers

Reject the couriers which do not have the PIN 
codes

D

6 N3022 PC15. assists in (or performs) the filing and storage of security and back up data filesTheory DCo D3
Which of the following activities should be AVOIDED while creating a back-up of the data files prior to 
disk clean-up?

Transferring the data files to personal external 
hard disks

Compressing the file while performing back-up
Separating the confidential files from the non-
confidential ones

Ensuring the names of the files are intuitive for 
ready reference in the future

A

7 N9001 PC1. establish and agree your work requirements with appropriate peoplePractical ScB D1

One of your teammates from the sales department has sent an e-mail requesting for some customers' 
information through e-mail.

What should you do in this situation?

You will seek assistance from one of your 
teammates and send it

You will confirm with your supervisor before 
sending the customer's details

You will share the required information 
immediately as he is also working for the same 
company

You will ignore the e-mail and will not respond 
to him

B

8 N9001 PC2. keep your immediate work area clean and tidyTheory ScB D2

You notice that one of your teammates is throwing waste papers on the floor which is leading to an 
untidy work area.

What should you do in this situation?

Scold your teammate in front of every one
Speak to your teammate in a polite manner to 
maintain a clean and tidy workplace

Complain to the HR department
Inform about this to your immediate reporting 
manager

B

9 N9003 PC1. comply with your organization’s current health, safety and security policies and proceduresPractical ScB D1

You notice that one of your teammates is not covering his nose and mouth while sneezing which may 
lead to the spread of flu to other teammates.

What is the type of hazard mentioned in the scenario?

Biological hazard Physical hazard Chemical hazard Ergonomic hazard A

10 N9003 PC2. report any identified breaches in health, safety, and security policies and procedures to the designated personPractical MB D2

When you come across a scene as shown in the image given below, whom will you notify about this to 
take immediate action?

Your teammate HR manager Your supervisor Security personnel D


